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National Italian Contest

The American Association of Teachers of Italian is pleased to an
nounce the second annual competition for students of Italian at the
college level. The contest is being administered by a committee chaired
by Prof. Vincenzo Cioffari at Boston University. The other members of
the committee are Prof. Giovanni Cecchetti of UCLA, Prof. Edoardo,
Lebano of the University of Indiana, Prof. Maddalena Kuitunen o'f the
University of Toronto, and Prof. Luciano Rebay of Columbia University.
The members of the Committee will also serve as judges.
Contest Regulations
1. Applicant must be an undergradHate in a college or university in the
United States or Canada.
2. Applicant must have completed .at least one year of Italian in college
or the equivalent.
3. Essays may be written in Italian or English, without prejudice to the
contestant.
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Announcements
OFFICE HOURS

Bernard Shafran, V. P.
Social I Club Affairs, has set
the following as his office
hours:
Tues. and Thurs. 4 to 5 :30
P.M. in the Student Council
Office Student Center.
Mon. & Wed. 4 to 5 P.M. in
the Cafeteria.
He will handle all questions
related to his field and can
assist in directing other ques
tions to the proper Student
Council personnel.

.....,345.

A Free Preas

Editor's Notes

Sec·o nd Class Citiz,ens?
1

\
Evening Session students are very different than Day

Session students. We may be equal, in that we are all students,
but we are hardly the same. The vast m ajority of us are
married, with growing fa milies, and m ore important, with

growing careers. We find it necessary to atend E.S., in order
to im prove our lot, and in order to keep abre_ast of the chang

ing world around, us. The theory, here in New York, is that
"No one should be denied an education." The theory is fine,

once there are funds availab1e to carry forward this goal.
New York, and indeed the
country as a whole, is running his/her student body, and not to
tight
for money. We hear, or have them carry the worry of con
CLUB MEETING
4. Applicant will submit an essay of 2000 words or more on one of the
read, that this is a bad year for
Sigm a Alpha (Delta Chap the budget. Does this fact mean tinued attendance at a school, that
following topics:
offers courses in the evening, in
a. The relevance of foreign language study in modern society, using ter) -Evening Session, an that E.S. must be sacrificed for sead of opening the door to the
nounces its next scheduled ever for the sake of a bad year? strong possibility of rlot having the
rtalian as an example.
This school has struggled along school here at all Thus far we
m eeting dates:·
b. A critical appreciation of one contemporary Italian author.
before and still surviyes, it can only have verbal promises. Many
Fri., Dec. 17, 6 :30 P.M. in
c. The development of industry and commerce in Italy after the
still do it. Ask anyone who has employers offer tuition to their
Second World War.
Oak Lounge, Student Center. been here for four or five years,
d. The political situation in Italy at present.
For those unable to attend or more, and they will tell you employees, but require, of them,
9 to 5, this is most assuredly an
e. Misconceptions in the image of Italians in the United States and Friday evening:
that we have always been in E.S. problem. Many of our in
Canada.
budget trouble. This is only be strnctors work, du:ring the day,
Thurs., Dec. 23, 9 :00 P.M.
5. Applicant must submit: 1) a statement signed by a permanent mem in Oak Lounge, Student Cen cause E.S. has always been treated in the fields that they teach, com
as a pack of S:E1COND CLASS bine that with students that work
ber of the faculty of Italian of his college stating that the applicant ter·.
CITIZENS. Who first layed down in the fields they are learning,
has completed one coliege year of Italian or its equivalent, and 2)
the rule that gave us $700 le�s
RADIO LIVES
u
l
, a .p,�son,al pledge stating tj_i,.at the paper l>�@tte_g .!§. )lis ..QW1:!.-__ •
-'-, - ·--,--W·.J3.M,E�.,... ··- · .,.,.,.,.,.,.,.tp;a;_p."_i!;..,S_,µg_,:,ts-7 Arrd,,Wl1_q.JP-80.e"'.¢r. · �1�tib� -o�::�u�eJ;��J:��
6. The essay must be postmarked no later · than Jan uary 3-0,' 1972.
and @:J:'and radio he m�y be, why aye·we s_till saddl- be Jost.
E.S.
Our
Address all essays to Prof. Vincenzo Cioffari, c/o Department of
c
t
The committee that is consider
Modern Languages, Boston University, 718 Commonwealth Ave., station is looking for station ��m':��\�:; A�: �!h!�g��; ,,:'\�� ing
merger proposal fa meeting
personnel (announcers, · en- why should they change against this the
Boston, Mass. 02215.
weekend Dec. 11-12 (not to
PRIZE - $200.00
gineers and D. J.'s). No ex- us?
finalize just to further explore)
perience necessary. CaU 533The proposed merger with D.S. we must let our voices be heard.
t640 or come to Rm. '206, Stu- augers yet another sad thing for Some of the big questions are as
E.S. ':'7ould_ you like to be . told, ,follows.:
dent Center'·
at registrat10n, that your choice of 1. Cannot some way be found to
course is only offered during the
C.S.I.E.S.
maintain E.S. unchanged but
day,
True enough, there are, at
for fuI)ding, and with it the
There is presently, a-build
present, some specialty courses
general increase in services etc?
SARASOTA, FLA. - Noting the success of women's ing, a Committee to Save and only available during the day, but
liberation groups in getting attention to 'their demands at Improve Evening Session. All wlJy open the door to more of the 2· lf there is a marger, what
guarantees do we have that we
New College, four feet ten and one-half inch student Wendell interested parties kindly con same by eliminating E.S. as a
will not be dissolved?
Wagner posted his own dem ands on behalf of short people. tact them through the good separate · entity? I mentioned at
. If we are merged and not dis
the
opening
of
this
discussion
(and
3
"We, the short students of New College, hereby make the offices of The Reporter, until it is a discussion, I invite comment
solved, what guarantees are
there that we will not all be
following dem ands on the New College community, in order they can establish an office of from all sections of th� spectrum)
treated as D.S. students with
that we are different. E-.S. stu
to restore our dignity and stature in others' eyes. We a.re their own.
the accompanying disregard for
dents have special E.6. concerns,
tired of being ignored because people look right over us,"
FACULTY LISTING
our special concerns?
not the least of which is the exis
Wagner's dem ands began.
Mr. Robert Greenberger is tance of a school, period. The
And y�u, I ani sure, can add a
Posting his proclamation at eye
are the "Life of Napoleon" and having a full list of all faculty others involve the fact of work few· of your own. Get involved level - about four feet eight
"Films of Mickey Rooney:"
members and their office and school. It is not incumbant if you won't - you may not have
inches - Wagner asked for special
• That the library bookshelves be hours put together. The list �upon the administration to protect a place to get involved in.
courses fo rshort people, shorter
redesigned to suit short people; will be available for your
library stacks, admissions pre
feren�e to short people, especially • That preference in admission be perusal Tues., Dec. 14. You
given to short students, "es
women, and even protection from
pecially to female short stu will find them in Student
assault by tall students.
Center, at the m ain desk,
dents;"
Wagner's demands appeared in
·Wondering what to do New Year's Eve, and how much
• That they be protected by per Room 411 and the Student
the student center of New College
it will cost?
sonal bodyguards from assault Council office. They will also
in the midst of a president's office
Stop wondering, because Parks Administrator August
sit-in by a group of radical femin
from tall students "since I like be available in the lobby of
Heckscher is a.gain extending to all New Yorkers an invitation
ists that also spawned a set of
to start fights with tall stu the main building.
dents;"
demands from a gay libe1·ation
to celebrate New Year's E;ve in Central Park, where a free
group.
• That bilth control be made
gala party will be hed to hail the birth of 1972. The party
Wagner, 19, of Mount Cory,
mandatory among tall students,
will start at 11 p.m. Decem ber 31st and wind up at 1 a. m .
Ohio, a transfer from Bowling
but that procreation be en
January 1st.
Green State University, said he
couraged for sho1t ones;
There will _be music,, lights, re
wanted to point up the absurdity
The Evening Session's students
gests that all who plan to attend
• That the college establish a
and impossibility of recent de
are being shortchanged by the freshments, gift exchanges and, as the party bring some small gift or
short community center, "so
closing of some departmental the main attraction, fireworks - token to exchange with other cele
mands although he said he was
that the sho1t people of. New
not without sympathy with the
offices at 5 o'clock. No opportunity the only time fireworks are per brators.
College and Sarasota not be
nutted in a City park.
oppressed groups.
cut off from each other. Maybe is given to them to seek assistance
According to Heckscher: "There
All festivities will be centered
or make inquiries during their
"There's a whole spech·um of
there are a few retired circus
regular school hours. Since almost around Bethesda Fountain, at 72nd will be many things taking place
irrelevant things people judge each
midgets in the area;"
during
this free 'New Year's Eve
Street
in
the
center
of
the
Park,
all evening students are working
other on, like size, color, sex, relig
ion and looks and this hurts not • That there be an end to "other during the day, this places an where an eye boggling and ear in Central Park' party, and what
ever
the
Weather Man decides to
attempts
to
ridicule
us,
such
as
shattering display of pyrotechnics
undue hardship on them.
only the people being misjudged
giving us mailboxes too high
but society itself, since we nee�
One notable exception is the will emblazon the sky promptly at throw at us - be it snow, sleet,
to
hail
or
rain
- everyone is invited
reach;"
the very best people we can get.
Marketing Department which is the magic moment of midnight.
Wagner's full set of demands • That a short counselor be hired open to students every night be The Fountain will be aglow with to be on hand for this night · of
fun
and
frolic."
included:
"to counteract the effect of tween 6 and 8 P.M. Apparently twinkling lights and gaily colored
For further information about
those now employed, whose ad there are still some people who balloons will float airily on the
• That a course be started im
this biggest of all free paities, the
vice is "You don't have an in care about the students and the breeze.
mediately on the history of
public
is invited to telephone the
keeping
wi
t
h
an
old
New
In
feriority complex; you're just school. Th:ree cheers for the Mar
sho1t people and tall opp_res
Year's trndition, Heckscher sug- Parks Administration at 472-1003.
keting Department.
plain inferior."
sion. Suggested course t1t.les

���d

NYC's N·e-w Year's.Eve Party

A Scandal
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The Trouble We Are In

Badillo - Procachino - Beame:
Do those names ring a bell? Well, in case you .are un
aware, they are but three of the thousands of prominent
alumni of Baruch Eyening Session.
We call upon you, the current students, to be aware of,
and to fight the current danger of seeing the demise of your
school. The initial proposal is on� which would merge day
and evening into "one big happy family." Evening Session
has always been treated as an unwanted child, th�refore it
is only a matter of reality to see that a merger further sub
merges us l}S an entity. Once that is accomplished, there are
no guarantees that the already tight State budget will not be
further squeezed to eliminate after 5 P.M. classes.
We are in a "dead if we do, dead if we don't" position.
The E.S. receives $1,500 per Day Session student and only
$800 per E.S. student. With that august sum, we are required
to provide equivalent services. Anyone who can put two num
bers together can r�adily see. that this is nearly impossible.
But, it is nearly done and if we fight for a better funding
arrangement, it can be done. The route to be avoided is the
merger route. True, E.S. runs at a deficit. True, we lack many
essential services, WHERE IS THE ASSISTANT DEAN OF
EVENING?, and other such pertinent questions may be raised.
Do you know what was the answer we received when the
question was put (about the funding formula), IT IS TRADI
TIONAL!
Now we call 'upon all E.S. students to get in touch with whom? - with all of your elected officials. They, from
the Governor on down, control the purse strings, but you are
the ultimate control of them. What we need is a well organ
ized, tightly knit POLITICAL ACTION GROUP. We must
put together petitions, and start a telephone and letter writ
ing campaign to avert disaster. You (there are about 1500
of you) may also get in touch with the many large corporate
bodies, (that employ you) here in New York, as Baruch is
one of the finest Business Schools available to them for the
education of their employees. And where would they send
them but to E.S. Let your corporate execs know that your
pursuit of higher education is being stifled.
S,tudent "feed-back" is vitally important. You, out there,
about 4,000 in number, represent about 50,000 potential votes.
YOUR VOICE COUNTS - USE IT!!.!
-The Editor

Notice�
TO ALL EVENING SESSION STUDENTS GRADUATING
THIS SEMESTER:
In order to be considered for graduation this semester,
you must file cin cippl·iccition f01· diploma cCLrd prior to gradua
t·ion. These cards are distributed at registration, and at other
times can be obtained in the Registrar's Office, Room 226,
155 E. 24th St. Also, if there have been any changes in your
original Specialization Card, you must file a new card and
have it approved by the advisor in your specialization group.

D�cember 7, 1971
Dear Editor
Has communi,st come to Baruch?
Is The Reporter the official pro
perganda (sic.! ) publication of
the Student Council? If so, please
stop publishing and save my
money,
R. H.

1-Efr.ctinun 1!172

Next year, my friends, we have a choice
Amongst two nice and charming boys,
Nixon and Lindsay are their names,
Past masters of intrigue
And experts in political games.
One will be President, for sure,
And all our ailments he will cure.
He'll fix the budget
And end the recession,
And give us instead
A whooping depression.
In England they say:
"God save the Queen';
"God save America"
Would then be my theme.
Alfred Charasz

The above letter was received on lhe
date Indicated 1n exactly the form
you see, sans full name.
-Editors' n_ote

Dear R. H.
What?

* * *

The Editor,

December 8, 1971
Dear, Sir:
In 1:�ference to the article "Good
News for Q.N.M.'s" in the March
22, 1971 issue of The Reporter, t
am curious to know the number
of Q.N.M.'s that have been mat
riculated...
I,· Iik� 'so many other B.N.M.'s,
have made application for matri-·
culation based on this article and
have received no response. How
come?
Another question I have is the
fairness of allowing matriculated
and. non-matriculated students to
take almost all courses offered by
the school. but not allowing the
Q.N.M.'s the. same advantages.
It is very discouraging at regis
tration, to be limited to so few
courses when one has fifty credits.
Yours truly,
James J. Butler, QNMs

Qrqrintman

Christmas comes but once a year
Never in the summer
Winter yes, with snow.
Bells jingle, toes tingle.
Cold wintry snow.
When men need hope
And joy and gifts
The gift of love
Is the gift that's best.
That candles light
To spread the joy
Of Virgin Mother's birth
To the Christ child.
To usher in the cheer
At New Year's end.
To symbolize the beginning
Of a new and different hope
That only hope sends forth
Its message of pure joy.

Dear Mr. Butler,
We do not know the answer to
those questions at this time. How
ever, we will look into the prob- .
!em.
73's
, The Editor
\*

Dear Repo:uter,
The "Student of the Week" sec
tion of your pa.per is a.n excellent
idea. The curtain of anonymity en
closing the scurrying crowds of
Baruch Evening Session students
is somehow lifted a bit· by a per
sonal glimpse of another student.
Most of us are so uptight that
conversations, if you can start one,
never stray from the subject of
classwork.
Hopefully, you wont feel it neces
sary to concentrate only on activist
students. Many of us would be
more interested in the activities of
a more representative cross-section
of students.
Thanks,
M. Sanders
Dear M. Sanders,
We are overjoyed that we re
ceived your letter of approval. We
too would love to constantly .print
"Student of the Week" type arti
cles. We would also like to get
nomination;:; from every part of
the school's broard spectrum.
All clubs, parts of the rdmin
istration etc., are welcome to sub
mit their choices.
73's
The Editor

Ne-ed A
H·elping.
Hand
Office of the Ombudsman is now
permanently established on the 6th
floor of the 24th St. Annex, Room
601. Professor Seymour Kwerel
reminds that he is available to each
and all at Baruch with something
on their minds they might like to
talk with him about. The Ombuds
man role was created last year by
the Baruch College Community
Conference, to receive complaints
and grievances from any member
of the Baruch community, investi
gate them, and make recommenda
tions to appropriate bodies. Call
him on ext. 277, or just drop by.

Edward Brender

Qrqauukaq

Chanuka!T menorah
standing majestically
Lighted candles
rekindling faith.
Festive joy spreading
cheer
Dispelling fear.
spreading hope.
Symbolic tree
of lighted candles
Spread your joy among the people.
Edward Brende1·

1!171

Mother, God and apple pie
Have gone down the drain,
Gone the quiet, peaceful walks
On a country lane,
Villages which sleep all day
Lazy in the sun,
All the silent happiness
Suddenly is gone.
Noise, pollution is the game,
Big computers counting you,
And a number is your name.
Cattle cars take you to work,
Big Brother is watching you,
Non-conformists have a quirk;
Quickly disassemble them
And remodel them again
Into robots which say "yes,"
Gad, is this a holy mess.

1

Alfred Charasz

1.tttjny tl7r Jark

"Enjoy," the sign said,
"Skip, run, giggle, wiggle.
jump, play, hop, skip,
walk, talk, laugh, skate
bicycle, tricycle."
Enjoy the park in the day
but not in the dark?

Edward Brender

_____,I �<���
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"Academic Tenure nder Fire'(
opyiight 1971 by Matthew Finkin
Academic Tenure: The President's Commission on Campus
Umest urged a reconsideration of it. The A.C.E. Committee
on Campus Tensions called for its reappraisal. And no less
a figure than the newly appointed president of R1.1tgers
University has wondered aloud whether tenure still serves
a useful purpose.

The center of the debate over
tenure appears to have shifted
since the strife-torn years of '68
and '69 when criticism was based
on student dissatisfaction and lack
of "academic responsilibity." Now,
assertions of inefficiency and un
productivity abound in our finan
cially aware decade.
Long-term contracts of faculty
employment in lieu of tenure are
no\V bandied about as a suggested
panacea in pruning the dead wood
from the academic grove. To
understand what is at stake, stu
dents should consider the value of
academic tenu1·e.
Traditionally, tenure has meant
that after some reasonable proba
tionary period, a faculty member
should be understood to be on con
tinuous appointment. Once acquir
ed, this status can only be termin
ated [1) for adequate cause, as
demonstrated in a hearing before
a tribunal of peers, or [2) as a
result of a bona fide financial
exigency of curtailment of a pro
gram of instrunction.
The purpose served (apart from
job security which is, itself, an in
ducement to enter the profession)
is to ins,ure the freedom of the
professor to teach, research;publish
and speak out on civic and institu
tional issues without fear of losing
his job.
Possession of tenure does not
per se protect incompetents; it
assm·es that a school administra
tion ,vill come forward with its
case under traditional Western
notions of fair play.
The suggestion of long-term
renewable contracts of employ
ment in lieu of tenure - say, of
6 or 10 vears' duration - seems
·
to have an the asserted defects
of the tenure system and none
of the advantages. Certainly one
advantage of the current system
is that at some point in time a
firm decision must be made on the
promise the individual holds for
the institution. An amiable col
league who comes close but doesn't
quite make it will, doubtless after
much agonizing, be given a timely
terminal notice. The long-term

contract approach, however, merely
allows a continual postponement
of firm decisions. It is unlikely
that a passable colleague of 10,
16, or 20 years would find his
contractual option not picked up.
Who, then would realistically be
affected under the long-term con
tract plan ? Adnu,ttedly the bla
tantly unfit are reachable in any
event even under the current sys
tem.
Clearly those most likely to suf
fer nonrenewal are the out-spoken
and controversial. To them pos
sessing tenm·e is a very real pro
tection for the exercise of aca
demic freedom.
It is more than likely that the
long-te1m contract approach will
have a chilling affect. Faculty will
of necessity be concerned that what
they say in class, in print, or in
faculty meetings will play a sig
nificant role in nonrenewal decisions.
Some assert, however, that aca
demic freedom is so widely accept
ed that the tenure system is no
ionger needed. But one need only
look at the ever growing list of
schools censured by the American
Association of University Profes
sors for violations of academic
freedom. Last year alone, almost
900 complaints of violations were
filed with the A.A.U.P.
For students, an issue critical
to their education llll'ks within the
debate over tenure versus long
term contracts: What seems to be
challenged is the autonomy of pro
fessors to teach, research, publish,
and criticize as they see fit. If one
accepts the assumption that stu
dents are no more than consumers
of an educational service; and if a
school's governing body has an
unfettered right to control the
manner :of delivering that service;
then, without question, tenure is a
serious impediment to academic
administration. But, then, so too
is academic freedom.

Matthew Finkln 1s the Director, North
eastern Regional Office, and Associate
Counsel of the American Association of
University Professors. The views ex
pressed are entirely the author's and
do not necessarily reflect the pol.l_cles of
te

�� ���!�'[i��� �o�:o�io��

The Value of Art

sS

-

Art is expression. In two dimensions, a canvas will suffice.
A sculpture will convey the feeling in three dimensions. Art
appreciation is universal. All may partake }n its beauty or
shun it as vulgarity.
The connoisseur has been exposed to art and he can draw
comparisons.
To the connoisseur, Art is sheer poetry and the feeling it
conveys enables him to accept or reject an object of art.
In art one should seek to capture color, mood, movement,
b:anquility and beauty. In abstracts, the ,,ork should express
a feeling, or harmony, or structure, or a mood.
There is beauty in all art and in thin· be1uty there is a
timeless quality that grows in value.
The ultimate wealth of all nations i::; intertwined in its
cultm·al achievements. Art embodies thin cultural quality.
Edward Erender
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FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
Fall, 1971

I

\

New Courses

Two new elective courses
are being offered by the En
glish Department (Evening
Session) in the Spring '72
term. They are:
English 181.1.3. The Amer
ican Short Story: A study of
this popular genre through
selected readings from Poe to
Porter, Wright,' Malamud,
Oates and Updike. Emphasis
will be on contemporary writ
ers. Three hours; three cred
its; Mon. & Wed.; 5:00-6:15,
Prof. Denne.
English 13.3. A Survey of
Afro-American Literature: A
sfudy of the literary produc
tion of Afro-Americans from
the colonial period to modern
times, with focus on Wheat
ley, W. W. Brown, Hughes,
Wright, LeRoi Jones. Three
hours; three credits; Tues. &
Thurs.; 6 :25-7:40; Professor
Gayle.
These courses are open to
both majors and non-majors;
credits may be applied to the
English Maj or and to the re
quirement in electives.

To (Your) 'Stations
The Music Department has an
nounced a schedule of activities,
which, we bust, leaves them not
breathless. All units meet in Room
1220.
Mondays. Baruch College Cham
ber Orchestra, including the Fac
ulty String QuaJ.-tet, 6-7 p.m. Group
is especially eager to include other
faculty members and students, and
neeas more strings.
Tuesdays. Baruch Choraleers,
noon to 2 p.m.; Baruch Band, 2 to
4 p.m.
Wednesdays, Jazz Workshop, 2-4
p.m.
Thursday. Mixolydian Music Club
and Musical Theatre Workshop,
noon to . 2 p.m. (not a conflict, a
co-op effort).
Something- for everybody there.
For more information contact De
partment, ext. 235.
Reprinted from Baruch Today.

A-IIIAI
II 11111

fOR
SWIN(;IN� SKIERS
Listen to what the Ski Patrol has tor
you this winter. 1Q all-new; groovy
songs on a long-play stereo record
that captures the many moods of
winter. Professionally produced by
big name musicians. The music is
as light and bright as fresh powder!
Grab an earful of. the contemporary
sound of swingin' wintertime and
li_elp_support the National Ski Patrol
·system at the,same tiqi�!

Final examination schedules are neiw available for con
sultation in the Registrar's Qffice, room 226,, at· 155 East
24th Street, and at each of om centers . �15-'th. St., 21st St., --------r
L A
and 225 West 24th St.)
,
_
•
Students who have conflicting examinations (two or ! '·: � fiL T��Avf'
more) must repo1-t such conflicts in room 226 no later than I
Thursday, December 23, 1971. Students who . do n_ ot file by I _,_____.:....____
Md��-------the above d ate should apply for a Special Examination which II Cir,
___si:,.:e_z_.,,___
_____
___________________
if approved will be given in March 1972.

J

t�E�;�:·
§{���i��r.ft��:r::.: i

I

l
/'
/

EXAMINATIONS FOR ALL SUBJECTS LISTED BELOW
WILL BE HELD AT THE 28rd STRE'.ET CENTER.
Conflicts must be reported to the Registrar's Office (see
Bulletin Board Notice). Conflict examinations will be held at
6:00 P.M. in Room 4-South.
6:15 P.M.

Monday, January 10, 1972

Advt. 129, 9725
Int. Bus. 9749
Int. Tr. 241.6
Mgt. 216, 327, 330
Mktg. 110, 210, 219, 9717, 9718
Ret. 130
Soc 101

6:15 P.M.

8:30 P.M.

Advt. 9726
Credi't 170
Int. Bus 9740
Int. Tr. ·141, 246
Mgt. 103, 129
Mktg. 114, 311, 9700, 9702, 9716

Tuesday, January 11, 1972

8:30 P.M.

Acct. 205
Advt. 121, ·125, 9723
Credit 270
Fin. 20
Ins. 186
Int. Tr. 140
Mgt. 306
Mktg. 213, 9714, 9719, U881
Real Est. 190
Ret. 9732

Acct. 222
Advt. 120, 123, 9701
Econ. 102
Int. Bus. 9743
Int. Tr. 341
Mgt. 110, 111
Mktg. 111, 9711, 9760
Real Est. 9790
Ret.. 9736

Acct. 101, 204, 263
Advt. 9720
Ins. 280
Int. Bus. 9742
Mgt. 221, 9705, 9717
Mktg_ 112
Mat. 160
Polit. 1
Stat. 8015, 9751
Tax 9782

Int. Bus. 9748
Law 101, 1Q2, 103, 8100
Mgt. 8100, 9710
Mktg. 109, 211, 9716
Real Est. 299, 9796
Ret. 134
Tax 9783

6:15 P.M.

6:15 P.M.

Wednesday, January 12, 1972

Thursday, January 13, 1972

Acct. 102, 203, 245, 8100
Int. Tr. 340
Mgt_ 303
Mktg. 212, 214
Math 61, 52, 53, 65, 67, 152,
167, 8000, 9700
Stat. 9776

6:15 P.M.

Acct. 221
Psych. 1
Stat. 15, 357

8:30 P.M.

8:30· P.M.

Acct. 210, 211, 260
Advt. 9724
Econ. 101
,
Mgt. 201, 324, 9700
Mktg. 312, 8100

Monday, January 17, 1972

8:30 P.M.

Acct. 262
Stat. 9709, sects. M68, W68, R6f
and S9
Tax 9784
Stat 9775

CONFLICT INFORMATION
Students who have conflicting· examinations (two or more)
must report such conflicts to the Registrar's Office, Room
225, a,t 155 East 24th Street, or at either of the centers no
later than Thursday, December 23, 1971.

I

Student Lounge Schedule

I

Tuesday, December 14, 1971
Oak Lounge
12:00- 2 :00 P.M.-Boosters Pinata Party
5:00- 7 :00 P.M.-Boosters Pinata Party
North Loungie
12:00- 1:00 P.M.-Freshman Orientation Reception
.Wednesday, December 15, 1971
Oak Lounge
11:00- 1 :00 P.M.-Compensatory Education Reception
2:00- 4:00 P.M.-Sensory Awareness
North Lounge
1
. 3 :00- 5:00 P.M.�Dand�lion Cl�b foetry Reading
8:00- 9 :00 P.M.-Freshrnan !fours Meeting
Thursday, December H,, · 1971
Auditorium
12 :OO� 5.�00 P.M.-Convocation - Winter Consort
Oak Lounge
5:30- 7 :30 P.M.-Evening Session Informal Coffee Hour
·, ., 8 :00-10:00 P.M.-English Dept. Reception
Marble Lounge
5:00- 7:30 P.M.-Evening Session Informal Coffee Hour
9 :30-11:30 P.M.-Black Meeting
Friday, December 17, 1971
Oak Lounge
12:00- 3:00 P.M.-English Dept. Reception
7 :30-11:30 P.M.-Dante Social Gathering
North Lounge
'2:00- 4:00 P.M.-S.P.S. and Group Work Meeting
7 :00-11:00 P.M.-Playrads Meeting
Marble Lounge
6:30-10:00 P.M.--Sigrna Alpha Meeting
Auditorium
8:00-10:00 P.M.-Film: "A 'Man Called Horse"

TH E REPOR'I:ER
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Attention 263 and 9763 · Students
Also Public and Private Ac·countants
Tax Law Changes
E DWARD BRENDER, C.P .A., M.B.A.
Department of Accountancy
HOW TO FILL OU'f THE 1971 N.Y. STATE CT-3 FORM FOR
N.Y. FRANCHISE TAX RETURNS UNp_ER ARTICLE 9A

STEP 1
Start with Schedule B. Enter on line 1 the Federal Taxable Income
before net operating loss deduction.
STEP 2
Add ta.x-fre� interest.
STEP 3
Add 90% of interest of stockholder(s) owning in excess of 5% of
outstanding capital stock if interest is over $10,000. If interest is
under $10,000, subtract $1,000 from the interest. Do not use a
negative figure.
STEP 4
Add back any of the items deducted if they pertain to Subsidiary
Capital.
STEP 5
Add back the New York State franchise tax deducted on the fed
eral return.
STEP 6.
Subtract any interest, dividend, capital gains from Subsidiary Cap
ital, HALF of the dividep.ds from non-subsidiary corporations and
N.Y.S. operating loss deduction • T� GET THE ENTIRE NET INCOME.

rhen:

On-Campus lntervievvs
DATE
Tues. Feb.

Wed. Feb. 2
Fri. Feb. 4
Mon. Feb. 7

Tues. Feb. 8

Wed. Feb. 9

Fri. Feb. 11
Mon. Feb. 14
Tues. Feb, 15

Wed. Feb. 16

STEP 7:
Compute Investment Income (50% of Dividends from non-subsidiary
corporations plus all interest income) and subtract it from entire
Net Income.
• TO GE, T BUSINESS -INCOME
rhen proceed to Schedule G.
,'.l'EP 8
Compute the property factor. percentage (omit inventory in transit;
multiply rent by 8) as specified on the form.
3TEP· 9
Determine the Receipts factor percentage.
STEP 10
Determine the wage factor percentage (Be careful, The executive
officers assigned to a particular location are not general executive
officers).
STEP 11,
Add the 3 percentages and divide sum by 3
· • TO GET THE BUSINESS ALLOCATION PERCENTAGE
!'hen proceeds to Schedule D.
STEP 12.
List all investments. Use allocation percentage which you can get
from N.Y. State sources or previous tax returns.
STEP 13
Determine the Investment Capital percentage.
STEP 14
Then add to Investment Capital, government bonds, -NYS and NYC
bonds.
STEP 15
/
Now compare Business allocation percentage with I11vestment al
location percentage. If the Investment allocation percentage is
smaller than the Business allocation percentage,. add the average
cash to line 4. Total all items.
Then proceed to -Schedule C of the Subsidiary Capital section and
compute allocation, and complete Schedule C.
Then proceed to Schedule E, and complete that schedule.
Then proceed to Schedule F, and complete that schedule.·
Now proceed to Schedule B.

3TEP 16
Using the allocation percentages from Schedules D & G, we now
can allocate Business and Investment Income to arrive at allocated
Income.
Then proceed to Schedule A.
Line 1, based on information from Schedule B. Compute fax at 9%.
Line 2, derived from infonnation on Schedule. E. Compute tax at
.0016.
Line 3. If the officers' salaries minus $15,000 is 2½ times greater
than ENI, the alternative tax must be computed.

�TEP 17.
Compare the taxes on lines 1, 2, 3, and 4 Schedule A. Whichever
is greater is the tax to be entered.

STEP 18
Compute the allocated Subsidiary Capital tax at .0008. Add it to
the grea.tel· of the 4 methods, and this is
THE TAX FOR THE CALENDAR YEAR 1971
,TEP 19
If the tax is in excess of $1,000, acid 25% of the tax to the balance
due in lieu of payments of ESTIMATED TAX, for 1972, (first
installment).

FREE

FREE

FRE-E

You are cordially invited to the

FREE

lFESTA DI NATALE

which the Donte Society is holding in conjunction with day session
Italian Society on

Friday, December 17, 1971 at 8pm
ot the

Student Center Oak Lounge

137 East 22nd Street (Eest of Lexington Avenue)
Thero will be • live band, dancing, singing, refreshments "all'italiana"
anJ door prizes. Bring olong your family and friends. CIAO.
DANTE SOCIETY (E.ve.) Baruch College

Tuesday, December 14, 1971

Fri. Feb. 18

Tues. Feb. 22

Wed. Feb. 23

Fri. Feb. 25

Mon. Feb: 28

FIRM
Rosenblum, Rubin, Burn and Thau,
CPA
Tues. Feb. 29
Seidman & Seidman, CPA
M. Lowen.steins and Sons
Zayre
Aronson and Oresman, CPA
· Anchin, Block and Anchin, CPA
Wed. Mar,
Price Waterhouse, CPA
Gimbels
U.S. Regional Administer of Na
tional Banks
Connecticut General Life Insurance
Company
Fri. Mar. 3
M'anufacturers Hanover Bank
Personal Products Company
Haskins and Sells, CPA
Rueben H. Donnelly
Mutual of New York
Mon. Mar. 6
, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
U.S. Internal Revenue Seervfoes
'" Clarence Rainess & Company, CPA
New York City Department of Per
sonnel
Tues. Mar. 7
Brach, Lane, Hariton & Companr,
CPA
United States Steel-International
, Oppenheim, Appel & Dixon, CPA
Bankers Trust
Naval Ship Research & Development Wed Mar. 8
.
Center
J,
X()rox
Richard A. Eisner, CPA
Stanley Goldstein, CPA
Fri. Mar. 10
Blue Shield
' Lybrand, Ross Bros. and Montgomei'y, CPA
Mon. Mar. 13
Macy's
Ohrbach's
Owen - Illinois
U.S. General Accounting Office
Tues. Mar. 14
Eisner & Lubin, CPA
J. K. Lasser, CPA
Blue Cross
Wed. Mar. 15
R.C.A. Corporation
David I!erdon, CPA
Metropolitan Life
Gertz
Rederal Communications Commission
Fri. Mar. 17
United Merchants & Manufacture1:s
Inc.
Laventlrol, Krekstein, Horwath &
Tues. Mar. 21
Horwath, CPA
, Wed. Mar. 22
U.S. Securities & Exchange
Commission
Fri. Mar. 24
Fred Landau, CPA
I.B.M. Corporation

One word
best describes
the taste
of beer...

ifs on
the tip of
your tongue.

Budweiser.
WHENYOUS/i:/

YOU'VE SAD rr Alli

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS

Singer
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Brout, Isaacs & Company, CPA
Harris, Kerr, Forster & Company,
CPA
Cities Se1-vice
Concord Fabrics
General Foods
Alexander Grant & Company, CPA
Eisner & Lubin, CPA
Abralrnm & Straus
Cities Service
U.S. Department of Labor
Arthur Andersen, CPA
S. D. Leidesdor:f, CPA
Itel
U.S. General Seervices Administra
tion
Tonche, Ross, CPA
Audit & Control
Texaco
Port of New York Autho1·ity
U.S. Navy Resale System
Ernst & Ernst, CPA
Simonoff, Peyser & Citrin, CPA
First National City Bank
U.S. Department of Health, Educa
tion & Welfare Social Security
Administration
Arthur Young & Company, CPA
Hurclman & Cranstoun, Penney &
Company, CPA
Main Lafrentz, CPA
Loeb & Troper, CPA
T< aufman & Mendelsohn, CPA
New York State Insurance Dept;
Druckman & HiU, CPA
Mobil Oil'
New York State Department of
Audit & Control
Burroughs Corporation
Northwestern Mutual Life
Ortho Pharmaceutical
Johnson, Atwater & Company, CPA
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell, CPA
Bloomingdale's
New Jersey Department of Civil
' Service
Burroughs Wellcome
Chase Manhattan Bank
Cone Mills Marketing Company
Ebasco Services Inc.
Franklin National Bank
· ;\Jc;,,;ander's
Chemical Bank
Ste111 Brothers

Tu day, Dec mbcr 14, 1971

Achieving Investment Cools
By Edward Brender, .P . . , M.B.A.
(Departmenl of ccounlancy)
The best way to prevent loss in the Stock Market is to
tay far, far away from it. In this way, you will not have Jost
an thing and you can easily boast that you "broke even."
Seriously, the market is a very, very dangerous arena to try
to make money in unless you are fully prepared to use risk
capital over and above your needed reserves for emergencies.
The Securities and Exchange Commission, as well as the Stock Ex
change exhort prospective investors to investigate before investing. This
is sound advice, and for the trained accountant this is exactly what the
prudent ones do. The a1ticle below will present some tested ways to
minimize losses and maximize gains. There is no guaranteed way of
making money or profit as the market is a nebulous segment of the
economy that changes value almost instantaneously. Its value changes
constantly and its changes have been studied as assiduously as the
high priests of yesterday studied the entrails of sacrificed animals to
predict the future. Fo1tunes have been made and lost, and in recent
time periods more people are suffering larger losses than ever before.
Profits are the result of luck rather than planning, and my message
to you is how to increase your probabilities of success, as there is no
way of sure success.

WRITE IT DOWN
The first objective in planning a good program of investing in
the market is to set down in writing what you want your investments
to do. This is recommended by Gerald Loeb, in his book "Investment
Survival."
One of the best pictorial concepts of the market thhat I came across
is to allude to the market as a sea and the securities listed as ships,
large, medium and small. As the tides rise and fall, the ships rise and
fall. The larger ones do not rise and fall as fast as the smaller ones.
Th same is true for securities. The better quality securities do not
vary in price fluctuations as do the smaller ones. We cou)d _add to the
allegory that in navigating ships, the larger and more sophisticated ones
have more up to date guidance systems and are less susceptible to being
shipwrecked on the reefs and shoals of the sea.
The point is, set reasonable goals for your investments. It is all
right to set an objective that you want your investment to double. Fine!
Remember, double over what length of time? One year; five years; ten
years? Be mindful that a stock that increases 8½ per cent in one month
is the equivalent to doubling in one year. If it increases 1 % per cent
in one month, that is the equivalent of doubling in five years. Also, be
mindful of the cost to buy and to sell; the taxes involved. You must
have a plan of action even if the original goal does not materialize as
planned. Too many people, the author included, live in a hopeful at
titude, hoping when a cause of action is required there will be sufficient
time to cut losses of a downward moving stock. Your written goals
should include what to expect, when to sell, and what to do if the plan
does not materialize favorably.
To summarize, write down your objectives and plan of action under
an conceivable probabilities; tlieti. ta:ke aHion.
INVESTIGATE - USE A CHECK LIST
Some one gives you a tip - buy Widgets, Unlimited. It's going up
to the moon. STAY AWAY FROM TIPS - UNTIL YOU COMPLETELY
CHECK THEM OUT. How do you check on a stock? What do you look
for? How do you decide?
There are books written on these topics. For the purpose of this
article, I would like to present a check list that with some "shotgun
evaluations" may be helpful. They are ranked as to importance. The
importance of each factor determines the security's "Investment profile."
1. Political Climate
Examine Gross National Product. Examine Tax Laws. Check Fiscal
and Monetary policy of government. If favorable to your company
or stock, proceed to the next category.

2. General Stock - Market Trend
Is the market going up? If you are long or short, evaluate in terms
of general market trend. Do you think the ma1·ket is going up or
down. If satisfied, go to the next category.

3. Specific Stock or Bond con.templated
,
Are earings going up or down? At what compounded rate in terms
of per 1,)11u•e or equity value? Is the rate of growth in the top 10
·'Y
per cent? Is-it more than .,1,5_ per i;:ent compounded annually? If
satisfied, proceed to nell.-t category.-

4. Specific Stock or Bond contemplated
What is the book value of the company? Is the price of the stock
considerably less than book value? Is the bond sold at a discount?
How does yield compare to cunent interest rates?
5. Spedfic tock or Bond
.
_
Have you analyzed the financial reports ior the past 15 years? fs
there a trend to e:umngs? Do they have a considerable investment
in research and development? Is it a conglomorate? Has the ac
counting properly analyzed the investment, or does the "pooling of
interests" conceal a potential loss?
6. Specific tock or Bond
What is the outlook? Is there a pattern of growth? Will the com
pany be around in five years? Is management good?
7.

pecific Stock or Bond
On what market is the secu1ity traded? What is the best way to
buy the stock or sell it? Standards f�r over-the-co�nter stock
hould be very stringent, and expectat10ns and earning growth
should be very hlg-h. On American Exchange stocks, standards
should be less th,an the 0-C but still in the very high range. New
York Stock Exch-ange stocks should be examined with similar care.
8. pecifre St�k '<>r Bond
.
.
At \\'hat -price are we buying or sel�g the stock_ or _hon�� Is rt
at lts all time high? Is it at its all time low? Pnce 1s cntical to
tlte 'individual investor. This is the historical fact the investor will
ha -e to live with. With a growth stock, it is best to buy it at the
low end of a projected ti·end line, and sell it at the high end of a
projected trend line.
9.

pecific Stock or Bond
Check the statistics of the stock or bond. Use a leading in".estment
analysis service, e.g. Standard � Poor, Moody, Value Lm�, etc.
You need not invest in these services. They are free at t.he Lib:3-ry,
brokerage office, newspapers, etc. Look for: A.re sal�s mcreasmg?
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DO NOT BUY A CAR
DO OT PASS GO DO OT OOILLEyT $200

ubmitted by BLACK
OUL TASTER' CHOICE
BRAISED PORK HOCKS

4 fresh pork hocks
4 small carrots
10 min. browning time
8 small onions, peeled
1½ tsp. salt
4 med.-sized potatoes, peeled
1,{i tsp. pepper
30 min. simmering time.
3 cup boiling water
Serves four
Remove the skin and soine of the fat from the pork hocks using
a sharp knife. ·
In a Dutch Oven, brown the pieces of meat in their own fat. Add
salt, pepper and the boiling water, cover. Simmer until the meat is
almost tender. Put the prepared vegetables around the hocks. Cover;
simmer until the vegetables and meat are done. Anange on a platter
and serve.
Suggested Wine:
Suggested Music: Mongo Santamaria's Stoned Soul

LATIN TASTER'S TWIST
ARROZ CON POLO (Chicken with Rice)
3 lbs. frying chicken - cut up
2 bay leaves
½ cup salad oil
2 tsp. salt
1 cup finely chopped onion
1 cup of rice - uncooked
½ cup chopped green pepper
1 tsp. vinegar
¾ cup sliced mushrooms
1 clove of crushed garlic
1 can of no. 2 tomatoes
1 pkg. of frozen peas
¼ cup of tomato paste
Serves Six
Heat the salad oil in a large, heavy skillet, add the chicken and
brown lightly on all sides (about 10 to 15 mins.) Remove the chicken
to a platter and add the chopped onion, green pepper, and crushed garlic
to the skillet. Brown Lightly. Add the canned tomatoes, breaking up with
a fork then add the tomato paste, bay leaves and salt. Stir to blend.
Lay b;owned chicken pieces on top, cover and simmer gently for 40
mins. Stir in the rice, vinegar and sliced mushrooms, cov_e_r and simmer
15 mins. more. Add the frozen peas and cook until rice and peas are
tender. Serve at once.
Suggested Music: Jose Feliciano
Suggested Wine: Sangria Punch (made with bananas, oranges and
cherries)

First Meeting

ID Cards

The first meeting of Council Club
Presidents was held on Dec. 7.
When there was a quorum attend
ance Mr Shafran called the meet
ing 'to 1;ordi,,n , and p,1:oceeded t0
accept nominations for Fees Com
mittee Representative and Election
Committee Representative.
The
elected representatives were, for
Fees Committee, Mr. Jeff Feld and
for Elections Committee, Mr.
Chal'les Greene. Future meetings
of Club Presidents will be posted
in this column. All Club Presidents
are urged to keep· tuned for forth
coming meetings.
V.P. Social Club, Affairs
Bernard Shafran

At the request of many students
we are making arrangements to
have Identification cards · for all
Baruch College students. A card
complete with picture of the stu
dent will probably be available for
the Spring semester.
In the meanwhile, temporary
I.D. cards are available in the
Office of the Dean of Students.
Any Baruch students who comes
to Room 302 of the Student Center
and presents his bursar's receipt
will be given one.
We are happy to have these
cards before the Christmas season
so that students can take advant
age of special rates at some of our
city's museums and theatres.

Are profits per share increasing? What share of the ma:·ket does
the firm command? What is the percentage of debt to c!i.p1tal? Are
Capital Improvements internally or exterually financed. What is
the Price-Earnings ratio? Is it too high? Is it too low?
10. Specific Stock or Bond
When does the company have meetings? Do they declare stock
dividends? Frequently? Rarely? Never? What percentage of
profits is paid in dividends.
I have .outlined ten areas of investigation which, if taken seriously,
entail a day or two, or three to work out. Always remember, you have
given value to your money. You are exchanging a sum ce1tain for an
unce1tain value in a fluctuating market that can go down as well as up.
Therefore, isn't it prudent to do a little research before you put your
hard ea1·ned cash on the line? Sho11ld you buy stocks or bonds?

Until you read this article
5 WAYS TO SAVE M:OINEY ANJ
HEADACHES WHEN BUYING;
NEW CARI
1. Don't order Accessories yo
don't really need. Money is ofte
wasted on accessories that don'
suit the ltind of car you are pm
chasing or the kind of drivin:
you'll be doing.
2. · Buy your car through ou
"Purchaser Power" Plan. -Call: 211
246-2383 or 201 798-9468 or 311
457-9055 after you have decide,
which car 'and accessories yo1
want to buy. You will save- :
bundle - definitely much mor,
than you can on your own. Thi
program is stringently "policed'
and cooperating p.ealers mus
maintain high standards of reli
ability and service. (When buyin1
a new car, nothing is more im
portant than the choice of th1
dealer.)
3. Shi-ne up your trade-in. Y01
will get the most money for 'you:
used car by cleaning it, polishin1
it, and making minor repairs; aJ
attractive used car is worth fuor,
money.
4. Shop around for your financ
ing. Many people are not awar,
that bank charges vary. Be sun
to check your total interest cost:
carefully.
5. Check out the auto insurancei
rates of American Consumer In
surance Company. Under their spe
cial "Safe Driver" program, al
those who qualify can obtain un
usually low rates. Bear in min<
that A.C.I. is an "A" rated com
pany (Best Insurance Reports:
and that they offer 24-hour, na
tion-wide claim service. For de
tailed information write: America1
Consumer Insurance Co., Americai
Plan Building, Westbury, N.Y
11590 o,· call 212 895'-9427 or 51,
333-8616.

Literary Party

An end-of-term holiday par
ty will be held by the Englisr
Department (Evening Ses
sion) on Thursday, Decembe1
16, 1971, from 8 :00 p.m. tc
10 :00 p.m., in the Oak LoungE
of the Student Center. Stu
dents who have taken, arE
taking, and will take Englisb
courses are cordially invitee
to -come and find out mon
about electing, or majoring
and minoring in, English in
the Evening Session.

BONDS
Bonds are excellent investments in today's market. Yields are rang
ing 6 to 8 per cent. Interest rates are high. In today'� market ?ou can
make a guaranteed capital gain if you buy a bond sellmg at a discount.
The question is, "should you buy a long term bond or a short term
bond?" Another question for high bracket taxpayers _1s, "shou)d _you_ buy
a tax-free bo11d?" Successful bond investment requll'es pred1ctmg suc
cessfully at what interest rates bonds ,vill be at some future date. The
best guide to this are the Federal Reserve reports on the mone_Y supply,
interest rates, and government interest rates. These can _be obtamed, free
of charge, from the Federal Reserve Bank at St. Louis._ As a general
rule, high yield bonds go to a premium when interest dec!mes. The same
rule is for tax-free bonds. However, when interest rates nse, bonds go to
a discount. Look at some of the bonds of 20 or 30 years ago with in
terest rates at 2½, 3, and 3½ per cent. They are selling at de�p dis
counts. However, as they approach maturity, and the company is sound,
their values rjse, ''

SUMMARY

Investing in securities is an activity that cannot be taken lightly
and one must plan.i his strategy to maximize profits and minimize losses.
Writing it down is an objective way of planning strategy. Included in
the plan should be' a getting-out plan - even if there is a loss. Investi
gate each prospective security before buying regardless of the urgency
of the investment. In today's market there are guaranteed capital gains
if bonds are bought below par and are held to maturity. Bond investments
must be governed by yields. In all investments there is a very large ele
ment of luck rather than skill. The important fact is that you are rislting
a sum certain i11, an uncertain fluctuating market requiring lightning
response.

Your Editor
A slight recession caused a layof
sending our editor back to Barucl
and so we have Marvin Epsteii
with us as editor. We are happ:
to say that his excellent disposi
tion makes it pleasurable to spen,
hours at the press working to ge
The Reporter to you. We hold ou
in invitation to evening sessio:
students to join us and are sin
cerely interested in hearing fror
you.
.
-THE STAFJ

'age Six

Compl·aint Department

Depending upon where you live and which school you are
lttending, your letter(s) as a registered (or eligible) voter lS well as current student-can be directed most relevantly to:
1. The President of YOUR College
2. The Chancellor of CUNY
3. Deputy Chancellor of CUNY
(See address list given below)
4. All members of the Board of Estimate - listed sep
a1:ately below.
5. Those m.embers of the City Council from the Borough
in which YOU VOTE:
6. As many me�bers,'.of the Board of Higher Education
as possibl�, particularly the Chairman and Vice Chair
man (Se� lis,t below).

T H E R EPO R T E R
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Inquiring Camera
By Samuel (The Flash)
Konigsberg

Que3tion: How do you feel about
the Proposed merging of the day
and evening sessions?
Maria Aguilar, Marketing
I don't believe it
can work.

tEMEMBER: The more l etters. every one of the above receive, the

greater the impact. A few sho1-t notes from a few people won't Michael Brooks, Finance
even be noticed.
, I don't think that
COLLEGE PRESIDENTS OF UNITS BELIEVED TO HAVE
it would work
EVENING DIVlSIONS-HOME ADDRE/SS, OFFICE PHONES
because the extra
lrooklyn - Dr. John Knellor, 115 Westminster Road, Brooklyn 11218:
classroom space
780-5123
.
,
,,
is not available
!ueens - Dr. Joseph Murphy, 1008 Shore Road, Douglaston, -N. Y.
and a combined
11363: 445-7500 Ext. 642
registration pro
Iunter - Mrs. JacG)ueline Wexler, Apt. 31A, 340 E. 64th Street, N. Y.
cedure would be
10021: 360-5151;
a Disaster. Ba
)ity College- Dr. Robert Marshak, Apt. 35C, 43 E. 89th Street, N .Y.
ruch isn't flexible
10028: 621-2286 ,
enough.
laruch- Dr. Clyde 'J. Wingfield: l;laruch College, 17 Lexington Avenue,
N.Y. 10021: 673--77,00 Ext. 211
,ehman- Dr. Leonard Lief, 681 West 231st •Street, Bronz, N. Y. 10463: Ron Noldon, Business
960-8111
I feel that its not
lronx Com. - Dr. James A. Colston, 4901 Henry Hudson Parkway,
a bad idea as
Bronx 10471: 960°8600
long as class sizes
1iorello - Dr. Joseph Shenker, 339 Van Buren Ave ., Teaneck, N. J.
are kept down
O'Z666: 937-9200 Ext. 201
and the evening
lYC Com. - Dr. Peter Cafrey, 3 Kingston Drive, Spring Valley, N. Y.
student does not
10977: 643-2323
get knocked. out
)ueensboro - D�·. Kurt R.. Schmeller, 26-15 212th Street, Bayside, N. Y.
of classes because
11360: 631-6222
of the number of
:taten Island·- D;r. WilliJm Birenbaum, 108 Willow Street, Brooklyn,
the day students
N. Y. 11201: 390-7676
that wjsh to take
3ngsboro- Dr. Leon •M. Goldstein, 1735 E. 26 h Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
courses d u r i n g
11229: 769-9200 Ext. 201
th� evening.
[ostos - Mr. Candido A. deLeon, 434 West 260ts Street·, Bronx 10477:
993-8000 Ext. 304
L Evers - Dr. Richard Trent, 62 Midwood Street, Brooklyn, N' .Y. fva Gold, Liberal Arts
11225: 783-7604 Ext. 10.
If that does hap
CUNY OFFICERS· - Home addresses, office phones - Chancellor,
pen, which many
)r. Robert J. Kibbee: 169 E. 79th Street, N. Y. 10021: 360-1212. Dep.
evening students
:hancellor,· Dr. Seymour C. Hy)nan: 30 Pyle Street, 0l'adell, N. J.
do not want to
7649: 360-2151.
occur, there will
be in sho1i; a
BOARD •OF HIGHER EDUCATI0N - Address for all: 535 E.
larg e
upheavel
0th Street, N. Y.110021.
against it. Many
Robert Ross Johnson
!ban, Dr. Frederick Burkhardt
e
vening
students
James Oscar Lee'
'ice Chan. Dr. Francis K e ppel
don't know about
John A. Morsell
lr. David I. Ashe
it
.
Louis Nunez
h-. Herbert Berman
Jack I. Poses
faria Josefa Canino
Luis Quero Qhiesa
llexander A. Della Cese
Barbaira A. Thacher
'elino DeNovelis
Eve Weiss
li·ederick O'R. Hayes
Nils
Y. Wessell
ea.n-Louis d'Heilly
Arleigh B. Williamson
r 01·man E. Henkin
,
ilinneola P. ingersoll
Shortly after Baruch's first
BOARD OF ESTIMATE, CITY OF N.Y. - Address: City Hall, Dean of Administration, Lester G.
LY. 10007. Mayor - John V. Lindsay, ,Council Pr esident·- Sanford Rosner, died la$t year, friends and
}arelik, Comptroller - Abraham Beame, Boro Presidents: Manhattan former associates were offered an
- Percy E. Sutton; Bronx - Rober' t · Abra111e; Brooklyn - Sebastian opportunity to contribute t� a
memorial fund. The initiating
,eone; Queens 1-+l Sidney Levis; Staten Island - Robert P. Connor.
CITY COUNCIL - by Borough - Council and addresses listed committee sought a use which
would follow his likely preference,
,eloy.r:
lrooklyn: Leonard Scholnick, 225 Adams St., Brooklyn, 11201; Rodolph be both m0dest and of practical,
F. DiBlasi, 751 Bush,�ick Ave., Brooklyn 11221; Thumas J. Cuite; la.sting value. The choice: purchase
34 Fuller Place, Brooklyn 11215 ;William C. Thompson, 786 Putnam' of a collection of books on health
Ave., Brooklyn 11221; Angelo J. �rculeo, 1028 82nd St., Brooklyn, care administration, a field in
11228; Theodore Silverman, 1068 E. 54th St., Brooklyn 11234; . which he was deeply interested.
Monroe Cohen, 105-58 Avenue M., Brooklyn 11236; Howard Gold
' en, Last week a check for $3,200, rep
303 Beverly Road, �rooklyn, N. J. 11218; Leon A. Katz, 1151 E. resenting the gifts of 175 respond
23rd Street, Brooklyn, 11210; Kenneth Haber, 1347 E. 17th Street, ents, was presented to President
Brooklyn 11230; Mrs. Ruth Lerne�, 165 Langham -Street, Brooklyn Wingfield. The ceremon", both'
brief and limited to a small group
11235.
<[
'.
I
!ueens: Thomas J. Mai\ton, 39-65 52r\.4 Street, Woodside, N. Y. 11377; at th e request of the family, was
Arthur J. K,at;nnan, 110-45 Queens;:Blvd., Forest Hills, 113.75; Edward held in the Faculty Lounge in the
L. Sadowsky, 13-15 160th St., BeE!phhurst, N. Y. 11357; Donald R. Annex. Professor Harold F,iberson
Manes, 162-01 71st Av.e., Flushiti'g, 11365; Mathew J. Troy, Jr. presided. De,n Aaron Skl::ir and
2301-36 88th Ave., Queens Village, N. Y. 11427; Walter Ward, 80-20 Mr. Louis Neugeborn, Assistant
15�st Ave., Howard Beach, /N. Y. 114'74; Michael J. Lazar, 191-28 Commissioner of He::ilth for Ad
Pafo Alto Av e., Hollis, N. Y\11423; Alvin Frankberg, 20-42 Seagfa:t ministration, spoke ubont Dean
Rosner, and Commissioner Neu;"e
Blvd., Far Rockaway, N. Y. V,-1691:
. ·
.
:taten Island: Robert,G,. Lindsay\ 1346 Victoi·y Boulevard, S. I., N, Y. born made the presentation. Books
10301; Frank J. Biqndolillo, ·2s Windy Ho, llow Way, S. I., N. Y. purchased by the fund will be
identified by the bookpla1'e rbove,
. 1'1
10304.
';
Smith
fanhattan: Saul S. S�a:iiison, 104 E. 10th St., N. Y. 10003; Mrs. Carol designed by Miss Virginia
(Arts). Sonveniol' progr,0 ms con
Greitzer, 59 W. 12th\St., N. Y. 10011; Theodore S. Weiss, 711 West
End Ave., N. Y. 10025; Carter Burden, 1140 5th Ave., N. Y. 10028; taining copies of the plate were
Chal'les 'L. Taylo1·, .100 St. ,Nicholas Ave., N. Y. 10026; David B. distributed to fund donors.
Friedland, 615 West �2nd St., N. Y. 10032; Eldon R. Clingan, 500
-rc;-oti lth St., N. Y, l ·.025; fobert I. Postel, 5,20 E. 90th St., N. Y.
.
3ronx.: Mario Merola, 4222 Napier Ave., Bronx, 10470; Bertram R.
Gelfand, 50 E. 191st St., 'Bronz, 10468; Michael DeMal'CO, 1529
Gillespi e Ave., Bronx, N. Y., 10461; Mrs. Muriel Stromberg, 1230
5 weeks guoronleod course
Croes Ave., Bronx, N. Y. i0472; Barry Salman, 955 Walton Ave.,
DOUBLE or TRIPLE your spoed
Bronx, N. Y. 10452; Aileen B. Ryan, 2051 St. Raymond Ave.,
Understand moro, rotc,in moro
Bronx, N. Y. 10462; A. Joseph Ribustello, 1244 Choctaw Place,
Notionally known professor
Bronx, N. Y. 10461.
Class forming now
'lote: Within each Borough, Councilmen are listed in order of their
districts. The last two names in each boro (last one name in
Reading Skills 864-5112
Staten Island) are .Councilmen-at-large.

library
Additions-

. . Skiing need not be e..'-pensive if you're a college or graduate school
studebt.
The Student Ski Association, a national college organization, in
conjunction with l70 of the nation's major ski areas, is again offering
special student rates this season . . . half-price lift tickets, ski lessons,
and rentals during the w eek and $1 off on weekend lift tickets.
The program, in its third year, saw n�arly 25,000 participants lastr
season. That's a three-fold increase over the first year's membership.
Kim Chaffee, founder of the nationwide college group and older
brother of. Olympic skiers Rick and Suzy Chaffee, attributes the rapid
growth of the Association to its filling a basic need.
"The Association," says Chaffee, "is not actually a ski club. We are
not politically oriented, we have no meetings, no officers, and are most
c ertainly nonviolent. We're students and recent graduates working for
college students across the country."
_Any college, graduate school, or professional school student is
eligible for a Student Ski Association membership. He may purchase a
"Student Ski Card" for $5 through many campus bookstores, local ski
shops, and mail-in forms on campus bulletin boards. College ski clubs
also sell Student Ski Cards to inctease their membership and to raise
funds.
'.'The idea c?-1lle to me from the airline youth -fare cards," Chaffee ·
admits. To receive the reduced rate, the student merely presents his
Student Ski Card and his college I.D. at the ski area ticket window.
. In addition, th_e Ski Card also brings a complete guide to skiing,
writt en for the college student, plus a season's subscription to the na
tion's largest campus magazine - THE STUDENT SKIER.
This year's list qf participating, ski areas has increased by fifty
ov_er last season to a total of 170. Some of the larger areas include
Mount Sno�, Jay Peak, and Waterville Valley, plus new additions Big
Bromley, Pico, '.1-nd Mt. Orford i:n the East; Big Powderhorn, Sugarloaf,
Schuss Mountam, and Mouh� Telemark in the Midwest; Aspen High
!�nt�� ���:_on Hol e, Park City West, Squaw Valley, and Bear Va.Heye

"On weekdays, such as over semester bre ak a student can more
t�an pay for his Student Ski Card the first da; he uses it. Weekday
lift �1cket s_av:ings alon e usually run between $2 and $5," SSA Vice
President Hilary Pender r eports.
Information on the program may be obtained from the national
office at Box 398, West Dover, Vermont 05356.
Enclosure: List of participating SSA areas.
For more infomnation contact: Mr. Kim Chaffee National Director
The Student Ski Association, Box 398, West Dov�r, Vermont 05356;
. telephone (802) 464-5150.

Bill Hoffma·n, Noted Ski Expert, Presents 30 Weekly
'Up-to-the-Minute Ski Reports on WNBC Radio
Star�ing December 15th, for the second year in a row, WNBC Radio
once agam presents for the .skiing enthusiast of the North East the
Bill Hoffman S� Reports, running from Wednesday through Su;1day,
ev ery week for sixteen weeks.
Bill Hoffman's ·Ski Reports, a featured event at many of the most
po:p ular ski areas, are drawn from his extreme expertise, knowledge in
_
skim, and know-how in traveling to and from ski resorts,
Th.e following is the schedule for these ski reports presented on
)'{NBC Radio:
Wed,
6:30 AM
7:30 AM
5:30 PM
6:30 PM

Thurs.
6:30 AM
7:30 AM
5:30 :PM
6:30 PM
8:30 PM
9:30 PM
10:30 PM
11:30 PM

Fri.
6:30 A]','[
7:30 AM
5:30 PM
6:30 PM
8:?0 PM
9:30 PM
10:30 PM
11:30 PM

Sat.
5:30 AM
6:30 AM
7:30 AM
8:30 AM
6:30 PM
7:30 PM
8:30 PM

Sun.
6:30 AM
7:30 AM
8:30 AM

On Proposed Meriger.
By Bernard Shafran
As a vice President of the Student Council I feel oblio-ated
to inform the student body of the real intent of the admin
istration of Evening- Session.

It js of the utmost urgency to
let everyone know that there is
no
intention,
whatsoever,
to
"phase-out" the Evening Session.
Such 2. situa.t�on th:it would in any
way be detrimental to the evening
students will not even be considel'
ed by President Wingfield. In fact,

READ $5'11
FASTER .·U

, .

Bernard Shafran

the President, who has met with
the evening representatives for
two hours, has shown a willing
ness and an interest in maintain
ing and improving all programs
that are offered in the evening.
His priorities, in impxoving the
many aspects of B�ruch, can only
be done if the proposed reorganiza
tions are carried out and we are
budgeted accordingl y. The Evening
Session has the most to benefit,
since the extra funding would,
primarily, go for the evening
hours. Should the plan go through,
offices and departments would be
through the entire evening session,
on a 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. basis.
Our educ:11:ional quality would be
improved with the l1il'ing of more
pr�fesso1·s and the Student Pe1·
sonnel Services would be expanded
to offer more advice, guidance and
services to the evening students.
L t's stop tisl,ming to rumors
and start supporting our President,
who is w<lrking for us.
Besi::i�1 a�I OJ!b A.t�:r:;t
C
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Tu day, December 14, 1971

Registration News

Instructions for Undergraduate Evening Mail Registration-Spring 1972
In preparation for your mail registration for the Spring 1972
semester, we are enclosing the follo\\-ing material:
1. Schedule of Classes
2. Addenda Sheet
3. Reg:istration Card
4. Alternate Program Card
5. Permission Card
6. Tv,o Master Cards
7. One Bursar Card
8. Blue Envelope
1. Registration Card:
Fill out both parts clearly and completely on both sides. Please print
in in k. Be sure to include Social Security Number. Do not alter label on
card. If difference is noted, please indkate correcti_on on separate sheet
of paper and return with registration material. Be sure to include phone
numbers where you may be reached (home and business nos.) Indicate
courses and sections as listed in Schedule of Classes. Keep a record of
requested and alternate courses an section s.
2. AlternateProgram Card:
Every effort will be made to honor your choice of courses and
sections as listed on your registration card. However, this may not be
possible. Therefore, the alternate program card should be completed,
listing an alternate program and alternate courses. The courses on this
card will only be used when it is impossible to provide your original
choice as listed on your registration card.
8. Permission Card:
You must adhere to restrictions, prerequisites and co-requisites as
listed in the Schedule of Classes and Bulletin. Written permission for
such courses must be obtained from Department Chairman, and must
be returned ,vith your registration material whenever necessary_ De
partment Chairman will have a supply of permission cards if the epclosed
supply is insufficient. Do not mail registration material until necessary
permission card has been approved and enclosed.
4. Permission to Register For Day Session Courses:
If you are a FULLY :MATRICULATED evening student and want
to register for day session courses, you must:
a. obtain from Registrar's Office an "application for permit"
and a "day session class schedule."
b. submit application for approval to Mr. Al Goldberg, Regis
trar's Office.
c. when approved application is received from Mr. Goldberg,
including requested courses and sections on registration card
(item 1 above).
d. Enclose permit application, together with other registration
material in blue envelope (as explained in item 5 below).
5. Blue Envelope:
Enclose registration ca�·d and alternate program.
card.
6. Method of payment:
You may expect to receive a bill a week to ten days from the date
your registration material is returned. This is also a confirmation of
your registration. Check this confirmation carefully. If you find any
discrepancies, DO NOT PAY BILL. Contact the Registrar's Office
immediately. It is suggested that you appear at the Registrar's Office,
165 East 24th St. 2nd Floor, Room 225, to expedite any necessary cor
rections and payment. (Office hours: Monday thru Friday: 9:15 A.M.
to 3:00 P.M.; and Monday thru Thursday; 5:30 P.M. thru 9:00 P.M.)
If the confircatiou is correct, mail full payment to the Bursars
Office not later than January 10, 1972. Payments postmarked after
January 10, 1972 ,vill be returned and mail registration cancelJed. Make
checks payable to "Baruch .College." (Payment will not be accepted in
Person.) Your registration is not complete until FULL PAYMENT has
been received by the Bursars Office (155 East 24th St. 1st Floor).
7. Change of Program:
It may be necessary to change your program after completion of
your mail registration. Your mail registration is not complete until fuJJ
payment has been made. If full payment has been made by Januaary
10th, you may if necessary, change your program on January 25, 1972
at 5 :30 P.M. The second master card and bursar card are tnclosed for
this purpose. You may appear on this date at 155 East 24th St., 1st Floor
with the above mentioned cards to add and/or add and delete courses.
After the change is made, report to the Bursars Office for payment
of the $5.00 change of program fee. If as a result of the change a
balance of payment is due, you also pay that amount at the time. If you
are due a refund because of a difference of tuition fees, report to the
Registrar's Office and submit an application for refund together with
your receipt.
8. Resignation:
A withdrawal from one or more cournes, which involves no addition
to your program is a resignation. A resignation application may be sub
mitted only after full payment of tuition fees have been made. If the
application is approved, depending on the reason for registration and
proper documentation (ie: doctor's note, employers letter etc.) tuition
fees may be re.funded according to the following time table:
100%
Prior to Jan. 31, 1972
1st week of classes-Feb. 4
75 %
2nd week of classes--Feb. 7-11
50%
3rd week of classes-Feb. 14-18
25%
CONSOLIDATED FEES ARE NON-RETURNABLE
(except as noted below)
PLEASE NOTE:
Candidates for Graduation, January, 1972, who register by mail,
are requested to notify the RegistJ:ar's Office in writing when they have
satisfied the requirements for graduation in order to institute refund
proceedings.
Enclosed you will find the Spring 1972 Schedule of Classes.
If you are in attendance in the Fall, 1971 semester, your registra
tion material has been sent to you in the mail. Non-Matrics (not degree
students) not in attendance in the Fall, 1971 semester, but who have
attended Baruch College previously, must contact Mrs. Phyllis Chase,
155 East 24th St., Room 226 for a re-entry application which must be
on file by Jan. 10, 1972.
NEW NON-MATRICULATED STUDENTS ONLY
In preparation for your registration as a New Non-Matriculated
Student, we are enclosing the following material:
1. two yellow up-date cards
2. one white affidavit ca.rd
3. schedule of classes
4. blue envelope
Complete the front"side of ·both yellow cards, PRINTI�G distinctly.
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' Movies For Kids I

The second in a series of Movies
For K ids programs, presented by
The Film Society of Lincoln Cen
ter, wi ll be held at Al ice Tully
Hall December 26 through January
2, according to Martin E. Segal,
President of the Fi lm So ciety.
The series is being made pos
sible by a grant from the Helena
Rubin stein Fo undation and is
scheduled to run over a two year
period. The first of the series was
held last Spring at Alice Tully Hall
and was extremely well · received,
according to Roy V. Titus, Press
ident of the Helena Rubinstein
Foundation.
Films confirmed for the Christ
mas series include the followi ng:
STOWAWAY I' THE SKY Sunday, Dec. 26 - 3 P.M. ,A de
lightful fantasy by Albert Lamor
isse, maker of "The Red Balloon."
A young boy and his grandfather
travel over all of France in a
beautiful balloon. (Filins Marceau)
AND NOW MIGUEL-Monday,
December 27-11 A.M. Miguel, the
young son of a shepherd, years
for the clay when he can accom
pany his fa.ther to the mountain s
to graze theit flocks. A disillus
ioned artist teaches him how to be
patient in growing up. (A Robert
Radn itz Film for U niversal)
THE MAGIC HORSE - Mon
day, December 27-3 P.M. A joy
ful Russian cartoon of a child's
world set on color film which is
wondrously full of de]jghtfully im
probable characteds and their
animals. (Audio-Brandon)
MR. HULOT'S HOLIDAY Tuesday, December 28-11 A.M.
One of the classic comedians,
Jacques Tati, ineptly bungles his
way through a series of co"mic
mixups, mostly in pantomine, tell
ing of a young vacationer at a
French resort.
TIKI-TIKi' - Woi:Id ___Premiere,
Tuesday, December 28-3 P.M. A
Canadian production that is an
hilarious combination of anima
tion and live film, with two don
keys making a film about clowns
and pirates. (Potterton Produc
tions)
RUN WILD, RUN FREE Wednesday, December 29--11 A.M.

Dealing with a boy who has lost
his speech (Mark Lester) and the
fr iendly neighbor, who helps him
to tame a wild horse and learn
falconry. Stu nningly photographed
on the English moors. (Columbia
P ictures)

Month's
Calendar
UNTIL DECEMBER 23
North Lounge, exhibit of sto
and shall-scapes by Miss Sherie
Latimer.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 14
Noon-2:00, 5:30-6:30 P.M., c
Lo unge, Boosters an n ual pin:
party, with strolling maria
players.

FANTASTIC VOYAGE_ Wednesclay, Dec ember 29-3 P.M. A
sheer science-fiction fantasy starr- THURSDAY, DECEMBER 16
ing Stephen Boyd a,nd l;l,aquel
Noon-2.00 P.M., audito:rium, .A
Welch as scientists who go on an nua;I . S!:)nior Convocation,
featuri
incredible jo urney through the Wi nter Col)sort and others.
human body. (20th Cen tury Fox)
· . '.N�on-too · f.]\l., Annex, Drai
THE Pa°INT - Thursday, ·Workshop. pi·esent;, scenes fr,
December 30 - 11 A.M. An anim- works by' d6sPassos,
Barry, Ode
·
ated feature, narrated by Dustin
r··' i .
')·\_, Y_, '1:'-' .., 7
Hoffman, of a land where every, ., _FRI,D,
_
8:00-10:30 P.M. Auditorium, fi
thing is pointed - people as well
as architecture. A boy· with,,· a,1•, ]'.esti ".�l; "A, 1_Man Called Horse.
round head growing up, in this· en- MOJ\TDA Y, :[)�EMBER 20
vironment encounters a series of ·
·3:00• P.M:, ··Room 503B, "Anm
misadventures. (Audio-Brandon)
LA&S curris1;1lum committee.
YELLOW. -SUBMARINE
Thursday, December 30 - 3 P.M. TUESDAY, IPECEMBER 21
The Beatle's brilliant feature
12:30-2:00 P.M., Oak Louni
length cartoon combining comedy holid!1Y consert•by Barnch Colle
an rl music in a visual form of pure Choraleers.
delight · to any age. (Unlted
3:30-6 :00 P.M., Room 114, 24.
. Artists)
St. Annex, (formerly Room 131
THE GENERAL_ Friday, De- Annual Holiday Reception for f2
cember 31 - 11 A.M. A Civil War ulty, administration, sta;ff me1
farce st rring Buster Keaton in bers and others. Wassail!
his most famous film), driving his
dear old l ocomotive, !mown as "The WEDNESJ.?AY, DECEMBER 22
12-2 :00 P.M., Faculty Loung
General . ' thro ugh Northern lines.
Annex, Management Departme
(Paul Killiam)
party.
RING OF BRIGHT WATER Saturday, Jairnary 1 - 3P.M. Bill THURSDAY, 'DEC. 23
Travers and Virginia McKenna co
Last _day 9f cl,asses before wi
star in this enchanting tale of a ter recess. ·· .
,I
man who unexpectedly acquires an
otter for a pet and thereby dras MONDAY, JAN. 3
Classes resume.
tically changes his life. (Cinerama
Releasing Corp.)
THURSDAY, J'AN. 6
.THE COURT JESTER - Sun
f2:30P,M, Nt>rth Lounge, lectu
day, January 2 - 3 P.M. Danny by Prof. ·John'McCarthy (Histor:
Kaye plays an ex-circus clown of Fordham University, "The Ur
who joins a band of outlaws at fication of heland: The Unfinish
tempting to o.ust the tyrant. King Business of 1922/'
and replace him with the true King
- a riotous and delightful comedy
wi th Angel:,, Lansbury as a "fairy
tale" princess. (Paramount Pic
Dear Leroy
tures)
and,
CONTACT: SUZANNE SALTER
Student of the Week
John Springer Associates
will appear
667 Madison Avenue
next week
New York, N. Y. 10021
Tel.: 421-6720
1
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WBMB:
· EVENING SESSION & GRAD DIVISION
IS'
1

President of S. C.

Mr. Robert M. Greenberge
will be available Monda:
thru Thursday, 5 to 5:4:
P.M., b'y a:ppointment onl:y
You may book your appoint
ment thru Miss Trevine' Be
lue, Rm,.· 411, Student Cente1

ON.:THE AI.R
ENGINEERS and DISC JOCKEYS NEEDED
No Experience Needed

Call S-33-1640 or Come to Rm. 206 S.C.
Complete the affidavit side of white card. Return ALL three cards in
blue addressed envelope. Cards must be returned by Jan. 10, 1972. Upon
receipt of the enclosed cards, you will be sent a registration permit.
This permit will admit you to registration at the time and place
specified. Bring your schedule of classes to registration, Registration
and tuition fees are due at the time of :registration.
SPECIAL NOTE:
Cards received after Jan. 10, 1972 will not be honored. Please answer
promptly if you wish to attend the Sp1-ing 1972 semester. Budgetary
limitations may limit the number of New Non-Matriculated students
admitted for the Spring 1972 semester.
During the mail registration period, certain hours have been set
aside in the Office of Curricular Guidance for Evening Session students
who nee,d advice regarding registration for the spring term.
On- the follo,ving nights students ,viii be assisted on a first-come,
first-served basis, NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY.
WEDNESDAY - Dec. 15, 22 - 5 PM-9 PM - Prof. Borneman
THURSDAY - Dec. 16, 23 - 5:30 PM-9 PM - Mr. Margolis
Students with problems other than immediate registration problems
,viii c011tinue. to be. seen by appointment with other available advisors.

New Year's Eve Is On Its Wai

THE REPORTER
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Repertory. Theatre's
Forum Series

Bl.ACK

IS THE EVENING STUDENT REALLY APATHETIC
It has been the contention of many people at Baruch that
the evening students don't want to get involved and are
basically apathetic. Many believe that evening students don't
become engaged in student activities because of their jobs
and families.
BLACK support the contention that evening students
are not getting involved. However, we have different ideas
as to the reasons why. For the day student, clubs and com
mittees are as much a part of the student as his clases.
However, this is less apparent at night. How many fraternities
or sororities are you aware of? Of those you know, how
many have Blacks in their membership? How many students
do you identify with that are on the Student Council? Are
any of them Black?

The Black students .we have
confronted have shown an over
zealous reaction to getting involv
ed in student activities. Most feel
that it is essential for a student
to get more than just an education
out of an institution.They want to
contribute other than just aca
demically.They feel that in addi
tion to college being a pl-ace of
learning, it. presents an opportun
ity to make new friends, discuss
new social ideologies and acquire
fond memories. But all agree that
the problems which stand in the
way of obtaining the concepts
mentioned above are numerous.
As you are well aware, the
evening faculty members are not
as interested in their students as
they should be. In most cases, this
is just a second job and is a way
of making extra money.
Because of the assbackwards (sic.)
rnles of the Student Council, clubs
a1,e not able to function freely and
efficiently. The Fees Committee,
which patterns itself after Scrooge
is doling out the students' money,
surpresses and squelches up-to
date progralllS. Of the $27 that
each student contributes to student
activities, how much of· his does
he actually realize?
Many students attended day time
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Tuesday, December 14, 1971

The U.S. premier of The Ride
Across Lake Constance by the 29year-old enfant terrible of German
letters Peter Handke will be the
second subscription offering of the
current season in The Repertory
of
Lincoln
Cente1�s
Theatre
Forum, opening on January 13,
1972. Third in The Repertory's
four-play series in the chamber
theater beneath the Beaumont
mainstage will be Ed Bullins'The
Duplex, subtitled "a black love
fable in four movements," opening
on March 9th. Previews for the
Handke play begin Januaiy 7;
previews for the Bullins work on
March 3.
Austrian-born playwrights, best
selling novelist, essayist and poet
Handke was introduced to America
when he delivered his famous de
nunciation of contemporary Ger
man writing to the German
Writers Association gathering in
Princeton, N.J. in 1966. His attack
was described as soft-spoken, how
ever, a personal trait he carried
to its ultimate conclusion in My theater and not the world 'out
Foot My Tutor, a play without side.'
TheRide Across Lake Constance
words, presented by the Chelsea
Theatre Center with another will feature Stephen Elliott, Keene
Salome Jens, Priscilla
Handke one-act, Self Accusation, Curtis,
last spring. The Ride Accross Lake Pointer and the Howell sisters,
Constance, which has been trans the first set of twins ever to ap
lated by Michael Roloff, is the pear on The Forum stage. The
literal equivalent of the German director is Carl Weber who pre
title and is a familiar idiom from viously staged The Miser and
the 19th century poem by Gustav Cyrano De Bergerac for The
Schwalb, familiar, that is, to any Repertory Theater and who intro
one who ever attended school on duced Brecht to India.
Ed Bullins is associate director
the banks of the Rhine. Handke
is obsessed with the phenomenon of the New Lafayette Theatre in
of words and language and making Harlem where his play, The Dup
peqple aware of the world of the lex, was first presented in the
Nigger and two other one-acts

�nstitutions prior to coming to
Baruch. They were used to a
campus atmosphere, and, in some
cases,
dormitory rel.ationships.
This, of course, is not present at
Baruch. There is also no central
rallying force because Baruch does
not have a popular sports pro
gram.
Most students are unaware of
what clubs there are and what
functions they serve. We would
imagine that many students just
found out that there is a Black
Organization.
BLACK feels that by letting
instructors know that students will
no longer accept their complacent
and unimaginative attitude towards
teaching, instructo1,s will update
archiac teaching programs. We
want them to be involved and con
cerned with their· students.
A complete change needs to take
place with the Student Council.
We will elaborate on this pos
tion in a future editorial.)
By strengthening and developing
new college activities, w;e will be
able to increase student awareness.
By increasing student awareness,
participation in college affairs will
be multiplied and a more congen previously mentioned solutions,
evening apathy would be put
ial atmosphe1·e will come about.
With the implementation of the asunder.
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and a full-length play, The Pig
Pen, have been presented by the
American Pl.ace Theatre.
The director and cast of The
Duplex will be announced shortly
along with the fourth and final
offering of The Repertory Thea
ter's subscription season in The
Forum .Continuing the new Ex
plorations project launched this
fall, Stephen Varble's new play,
Delicate Champions, will be given
a series of workshop performances
in The Forum from December 29
throµgh Januai·y 1.
New Works by Handke and Bullins
next _ in Repertory Theater's
Forum S·eries.

i!lrttlttira

Assassination in Cairo ...
Egypt and Israel
Irydia and Pakistan
England and Northern Ireland
U. S. and Vietnam·
Violence and Hate
are each other's mate,
Making a prisoner
of humanity's soul.
Moderation to be classified
as an endangered practice world-wide,
Perhaps extinct.
As we live, so shall we become.

Maddalena Nappi

.... ..,., J ,f\

,Making Love Is G'reat.
Ma,ki,ng Her Pre,gnant Isn't.

From PANORAMA, Buenos Aires

i.et Our Genies Transport You to Wonderful Worlds of Dining Splendor at

ALADIN SOUTH
150 East 23rd Street
GR 5-3870-1
and

ALADIN NORTH
1133 Sixth Avenue
247-2333

Better Food You Could Never Wish For!

THE AI.ADIN COFFEE SHOPPES

Face it. "Be prepai·ed" isn't just for Boy Scouts. If you really care
abo_ut your life and hers, you'll take precautions to prevent an
accidental pi-egnancy. By using a condom. One of today's new
condoms ... so highly reliable yet so exquisitely sensitive that you
. no longer have to sacrifice pleasure for safety.
So why run the risk of accidental pregnancy? Especially now· that
you can get famous-band condoms p1ivately-by mail-from Popu
lation Planning Associates.
Send for our free illustrated brochure describing the wide selection
of condoms we offer. Such as the popular Trojan.The extra-thin
_
Pnme. The pre-shaped Couture.The Koin-Pack, packaged in handy
gold foil "coins." And many more. All electronjcally tested to meet
rigorous FDA specifications.

SPECIAL
CHRISTMAS

. OFFER!
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Population Planning- Associates
105 North Coiumblo
I Chopol Hill, N.C. 27514

:
J

Gontlomen: Plooso sond mo:

:

I

l

Make Christmas merrier this year ---Chrlrlmos Gift Somplors ot $5
. . . with our unique Christmas ••ch, plus SOc postac;io ond handllnc;i. I
sampler containing 13 assorted con I enclose ---- to cover cost.
doms in a gold foil box trimmed I undorstond that you will rofund my I
I
with a bright red and gold tie. monoy In ful If I om not dellc;ihted.
0 Free llustrotod brochure only.
Contains quarter dozen packets of
:
I
4 brands mentioned above ...plus
I
one Crest-Skin, made of super-sen =::::-------..,.(p..,.lo-o-,o-p-r-,ntj
:
sitive animal membrane. For each
..--------sampler, plus our brochure, send -:-'..a:r::ar.:r.=
I
just $5 plus 50c postage and hand
.,.1.
ling.All orders filled the same day city
I
received and shipped first class.
-zip-Money back if not delighted!
206
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